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The 69th Cannes Festival kicks off with the latest Woody Allen film Cafe Society
Premiere Screening on May 11

Paris, Washington DC, Bordeaux, 13.04.2016, 01:37 Time

USPA NEWS - Cannes 2016 festival offers Woody Allen at the opening, by screening his latest film ““Café Society“� on May 11.
The famous American director will kicks off the 69th edition of the Cannes Film Festival this year. This is the third time a Woody Allen
film gives the kickoff of the event.

Cannes 2016 festival offers Woody Allen at the opening, by screening his latest film ““Café Society“� on May 11.
The famous American director will kicks off the 69th edition of the Cannes Film Festival this year. This is the third time a Woody Allen
film gives the kickoff of the event.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This will be the first film screened in this edition 2016. The film "Café Society", the latest film signed Woody Allen will open the 69th
Cannes Film Festival on 11 May. This choice was revealed to the press. This is the third time that the famous American film opens the
festival after Hollywood Ending in 2002 and Midnight in Paris in 2011.

"Café Society", the latest film by Woody Allen will be screened in Official Selection Out of Competition. It is true that Woody Allen does
not like the rewards but is aware of the love of french public for his works. That explains it, and certainly its screening at Cannes, as Mr
Allen loves the festival and the audience at Cannes loves.---------------------------------------------
The film traces the route of a young man who tries his luck in Hollywood in 1930 in the hope of a place in the film industry. The cast
ago especially Kristen Stewart, Jesse Eisenberg Steve Carell and Blake Lively. The release in French cinemas is scheduled the same
day as its diffusion in Cannes.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A history of cinema as we like, and that lends itself quite in Festival opening projection Cannes for its 69th edition.
Woody Allen's appearances in the festival is to notice as his presence is rare. Thus the legendary film director of auto film, who truly
created his own "style" fat a exception for the Cannes Film Festival: as in the opening made in 2002 with "Hollywood Ending" and in
2011 with "Midnight in Paris".--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Last year, the great global festival of cinema was launched by the French film "High Head" Emmanuelle Bercot, with Catherine
Deneuve and Benoît Magimel.
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